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ABSTRACT

In this paper� we introduce segmentation�based L��lters� that is� �ltering processes combining segmentation
and 
nonadaptive� optimum L��ltering� and we use them for the suppression of speckle noise in ultrasonic 
US�
images� With the aid of a suitable modi�cation of the Learning Vector Quantizer 
LVQ� self�organizing neural
network� the image is segmented in regions of approximately homogeneous �rst�order statistics� For each such
region a minimum mean�squared error 
MMSE� L��lter is designed on the basis of a multiplicative noise model
by using the histogram of grey values as an estimate of the parent distribution of the noisy observations and a
suitable estimate of the original signal in the corresponding region� Thus� we obtain a bank of L��lters that are
corresponding to and are operating on dierent image regions� Simulation results on a simulated US B�mode image
of a tissue mimicking phantom are presented which verify the superiority of the proposed method as compared to
a number of conventional �ltering strategies in terms of a suitably de�ned signal�to�noise ratio 
SNR� measure and
detection theoretic performance measures�

�� INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonic imaging has become an important modality in the �eld of medical imaging systems� mainly because
of the nonionizing nature of the ultrasonic radiation which minimizes the risk to both patient and examiner and
the unique properties of acoustical imagery which render it complementary to other diagnostic tools� However�
ultrasound 
US� images suer from a special kind of noise� called �speckle�� which limits the resolvability of �ne
details in these images and thus degrades their diagnostic value� Speckle noise is present in all kinds of coherent
imagery 
e�g�� laser and synthetic aperture radar 
SAR��� It results from the interference of the coherent and
dephased wavelets produced by the backscattering of the interrogating beam due to surface roughness of the order
of the beam wavelength or less� In the US context� speckle has its source in the scattering of the ultrasonic pulse
from microscopic tissue inhomogeneities�� The speckling phenomenon� whose study dates back to the work of Lord
Rayleigh 
������ has been thoroughly investigated in the context of laser images� using the theory of random
walks� and these results have been used to increase our understanding of the speckle generation and statistics in US
images� The eects of acoustic speckle on the detectability of low�contrast lesions in US images have been explored
both theoretically 
by using �rst and second order statistics as well as statistical decision theory arguments� and
experimentally���� In addition to techniques involving averaging of a number of images of an object produced by
spatial or frequency compound scanners���� aiming at reducing the speckle contrast� several �lters acting on a single
image have been proposed in the last decade� These �lters can be divided into two categories� those which are
nonadaptive 
or spatially invariant� such as the mean and the median �lters� and those whose smoothing properties
depend on the image local statistics� The latter 
adaptive� �lters 
e�g�� Refs� �� �� yield the best results in speckle
removal as they satisfy the requirements for maximumnoise reduction as well as edge and detail preservation posed
by the special nature of the problem� These latter requirements in conjunction with the multiplicative nature of
the noise� that we deal with here� make it necessary to resort to nonlinear techniques��

An important class of adaptive speckle �lters is what we call here �segmentation�based �lters�� that is� �ltering
processes combining segmentation and 
nonadaptive� �lters� The underlying idea is that� with the aid of a suitable
segmentation algorithm� a statistically nonstationary image can be divided into approximately stationary regions



which can in turn be processed by �lters designed on the basis of the corresponding statistics� Thus� we have a
set of �lters with each of them corresponding to and operating on a dierent region of the image with the various
regions dictated by the segmentation result� The idea of transforming an image into a set of statistically stationary
subimages and feeding these to 
nonadaptive� processes is not new� It has been applied to image restoration and
compression��

Several approaches to the segmentation of speckle images have been reported 
e�g�� Ref� ���� A recently
introduced segmentation technique� that we have adopted in this work� employs a modi�cation of a well known
self�organizing neural network� the Learning Vector Quantizer 
LVQ�� based on the L� mean which is well suited to
US images��� In Ref� ��� Kotropoulos et al� study the design of the so�called signal�adaptive maximum likelihood
�lters for the multiplicative and signal�dependent noise cases and apply these �lters to the image regions yielded by
the L� LVQ segmentation with the �lters� weighting factor computed as a convex combination of a local signal�to�
noise ratio 
SNR� measure and a local texture indicator given by the segmentation result� In this paper� we follow a
similar approach in that we employL� LVQ to segment the image� In the �ltering stage though� we use nonadaptive
minimum mean�squared error 
MMSE� L��lters designed with the ordering statistical information acquired from
the segmentation stage� The proposed �lters are tested on a B�mode image of a tissue simulating phantom and the
results compare favorably to those produced by a single L��lter designed with the sample statistics of the image
considering this as statistically homogeneous� The performance of the various �lters are compared on the basis
of the resulting receiver operating characteristics 
ROC�s� and an SNR quantity measuring the dispersion of the
image pixels in the lesion and background regions from the corresponding true means� Finally� we present the
results of subtracting the SNR image of the original scan from the �ltered ones� an operation that improves the
lesion detectability�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section �� we brie�y present the LVQ algorithm and its L� mean based
modi�cation� Section � deals with the design of MMSE L��lters for the case of multiplicative noise and known
constant signal� Both the unconstrained and unbiased solutions are given� Experimental results from the application
of the proposed �lters to a simulated B�scan are included in Section 	� Some implementation issues are discussed
in Section �� which concludes the paper�

�� THE LEARNING VECTOR QUANTIZER AND ITS L� MEAN BASED MODIFICATION

Learning Vector Quantizer 
LVQ������ is a self�organizing neural network 
NN� that belongs to the so�called com�
petitive NN�s� It implements a nearest�neighbor classi�er using an error correction encoding procedure that could
be characterized as a stochastic approximation version of K�means clustering��� In this section� we brie�y present
the LVQ algorithm and its modi�cation based on the L� mean 
L� LVQ� along with a discussion of the reasons
that make L� LVQ suitable for our application�

Let us �rst present the basic idea� As in the Vector Quantization 
VQ� problem��� we have a �nite set of variable
reference vectors 
or �codevectors� in the VQ terminology� fwi
t��wi � �

N � i � �� �� � � � � pg and a set of training
vectors x
t� � �N where t denotes time and we wish to classify the training vectors into p groups represented by
the vectors wi� These representative vectors are obtained by following an iterative procedure where at each time
step t the current feature vector x
t� is compared to all the wi
t� and the best�matching wi
t� is updated to better
comply with x
t�� In this way� in the long run� the dierent reference vectors tend to become speci�cally tuned to
dierent domains of the input x� The learning stage of the algorithm is described in the following 	�step procedure�

�� Initialize randomly the reference vectors wi
��� i � �� �� � � �� p�

�� At time step t� �nd the �winner� class c such that�

jjx
t��wc
t�jj � min
i
fjjx
t��wi
t�jjg � 
��

�� Update the winner�
wc
t � �� � wc
t� � �
t�
x
t� �wc
t��� 
��

	� Repeat steps � and � until convergence�



The gain factor �
t� is a scalar parameter 
� � � � �� which should be a decreasing function of time in order to
guarantee the convergence to a unique limit� In the recall procedure� the class with which the input vector x
t�
is most closely associated is determined as in 
�� where now wi is the i�th reference vector after the convergence
of the learning procedure� To be precise we should note that the algorithm described above is the �single�winner�
version of LVQ� In its general �multiple�winner� form� step � above involves updating not only the winner vector
but its neighbors as well with the neighborhood de�ned either in a topological����� or in a vectorial distance��

sense� This general form of LVQ has been applied with success to the segmentation of MR images���

It is easy to see that eq� 
�� above is in fact a recursive way of computing the average of the training vectors
classi�ed to the class c 
this is easily veri�ed by choosing �
t� � ��
t � ��� so after the end of the learning phase
the reference vectors will correspond to the centroids of the associated classes� It has been shown both analytically
and by simulations and experimental B�scans that in the so�called case of �fully�developed speckle�� that is� when
the density of the scatterers within the insoni�ed medium is large enough� the second and higher order speckle
statistics are independent of the tissue characteristics��	 In other words� the mean echo amplitude level su�ciently
characterizes the statistical content of the US image as far as the detection of lesion against the background
is concerned� These remarks explain well enough why LVQ� despite its simplicity� is su�cient for a US image
segmentation task�

However� it should be noted that the arithmetic mean approximated by the basic LVQ we described so far is
not the best possible estimator of the mean level in a US image� It has been proven�� that the maximum likelihood
estimator of the original noiseless image is the L� mean of the noisy observations in the case of a multiplicative
noise that is of interest here� This result leads us to consider a modi�cation of the standard LVQ algorithm in which
the reference vectors correspond to the L� mean instead of the arithmetic mean� The learning and recall parts of
the modi�ed algorithm which we call L� LVQ are exactly analogous to those of the standard LVQ except that the
elements of the reference and input vectors are replaced by their squares� This simple modi�cation allows for the
computation of the L� means providing us at the same time with an algorithm that is proven to be convergent in
the mean and in the mean square sense���

�� MMSE L�FILTER DESIGN FOR A KNOWN CONSTANT SIGNAL CORRUPTED BY

MULTIPLICATIVE NOISE

The L��lter��� de�ned as a linear combination of the input order statistics� has some distinct advantages making
it a right choice for such tasks� it can cope with nonlinear models� it has a relatively simple MMSE design� and
furthermore it performs at least as well as� for example� the mean and the median �lters as it includes these �lters
as special cases���

Our model of signal degradation is described by the equation

x � sn 
��

where x denotes the noisy input observation� s is constant and known� and n is a noise factor with known probability
distribution� It is well�known that if the number of scatterers in the tissue examination is su�ciently large� the
observed envelope�detected signal x can be considered as a Rayleigh random variable���� However� we shall use
the histogram of grey values as an estimate of the parent distribution of the noisy observations x in each image
region in order to cope with the nonstationary nature of ultrasonic images� The output of the L��lter of length M
is given by�

y � aTx 
	�

where a � 
a�� a�� � � � � aM �T is the L��lter coe�cient vector and x � 
x
��� x
��� � � � � x
M��
T is the vector of the

observations arranged in ascending order of magnitude 
i�e�� order statistics�� We will design the optimum in the
mean�squared error 
MSE� sense L��lter for the model 
��� that is� determine the vector a minimizingEf
s�y��g�
By using 
�� and 
	� we obtain�

Ef
s � y��g � Efs� � aTxxTa � �saTxg 
��

or
Ef
s� y��g � s� � aTRa� �saT� 
��



where R � EfxxTg is the autocorrelation matrix of the vector of the ordered observations and � � Efxg �

Efx
��g� Efx
��g� � � � � Efx
M�g�

T is the vector of the expected values of these observations� Setting the derivative
of 
�� with respect to a equal to zero yields the following expression for the optimum coe�cient vector�

a � sR��� 
��

It remains to compute the ordering statistics � and R� Expressions for the evaluation of these quantities are
given in Ref� �� and involve the calculation of the marginal and bivariate probability density functions 
pdf�s� of
the ordered input given its parent distribution�

Efx
i�x
j�g �

Z Z
xyfx�i�x�j�


x� y�dxdy 
i � j� 
��

Efx
i�g �

Z
xfx�i�


x�dx 
��

where

fx�i�

x� � KiF

i��
x 
x���� Fx
x��

M�ifx
x� 
���

fx�i�x�j�

x� y� � Ki�jF

i��
x 
x��Fx
y� � Fx
x��

j�i��

���� Fx
y��
M�jfx
x�fx
y� 
���

and

Ki �
M �


i � ���
M � i��

���

Ki�j �
M �


i � ���
j � i � ���
M � j��

���

The minimization of the MSE subject to the restriction that a is unbiased� that is�

s � Efyg � aT�� 
�	�

is performed as in the case of additive noise�� yielding the expression

a �
sR���

�TR���

���

for the coe�cient vector of the unbiased L��lter�

�� EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have applied our algorithm to a simulated US B�mode image� shown in Figure �a� It is the B�scan of a tissue
mimicking phantom of size 	 cm�	 cm with a circular 
disk� lesion in the middle of diameter � cm��� The density of
scatterers is ���� cm�� and the echo amplitude in the lesion area is � dB higher relatively to that of the background�
The image has dimensions �	�� �	� and a resolution of � bits�pixel� However� for better visualization� the images
presented here were expanded to the range � to ��� before being displayed� Because of the high scatterer density�
the image of Figure �a is an example of fully developed speckle� The histograms of the lesion and background
regions are plotted in Figure �b� It is seen that the histogram of grey levels in the background is quite similar to the
Rayleigh probability density function� while the corresponding histogram in the lesion resembles the sub�Rayleigh
distribution�

Figure � shows the result of the segmentation of the original image� Two image regions having dierent L�

means have been determined� The dark pixels correspond to the background� while the bright ones to the lesion
area� For the classi�cation of the image pixels into two groups� we have employed the L� LVQ algorithm with




a� 
b�

Figure �� 
a� US B�scan of a tissue simulating phantom� 
b� Histograms of the lesion and the background areas in

a��

parameters p � � and N � 	�� trained on a large set of pattern vectors that have been produced by a raster
scanning of the image with a �� � window�

The histograms of the two regions of the original image classi�ed as dark and bright in Figure � have been used
as estimates of the parent background and lesion pdf�s� i�e�� of the pdf of the random variable x in the background
and in the lesion areas� respectively� for the design of the associated L��lters following the procedure described in
Section �� Filters of order �� � were designed by calculating the ordered statistics from eqs� 
��� 
��� and feeding
the results to eqs� 
��� 
�� to estimate the quantities R and � needed in the computation of the �lter coe�cients

��� The integrals in 
�� and 
�� were replaced by sums over the range � to �� since the image�s grey levels lie in
this interval�

Figure �� Result of the segmentation of Fig� �a with the modi�ed LVQ NN�

Three pairs of L��lters have been designed by substituting s in 
�� with the arithmetic� L�� and median 
�th
component of �� means of the two regions resulted by the segmentation procedure described above� The result




a� 
b�

Figure �� 
a� Output of the single L��mean based L��lter� 
b� Output of the L��mean based L��lter pair�

of the L� mean based �lter pair is shown in Figure �b� For comparison purposes� Figure �a shows the result of
a single � � � L��lter designed in the same way� but by viewing the original image as stationary� It is seen that
the speckle contrast� particularly in the background area� has been reduced� yielding a better discrimination of the
lesion against the background� The superiority of the proposed technique in suppressing e�ciently the speckle has
also been veri�ed in the output of the L��lters designed using the arithmetic or the median mean as an estimate
for s respectively� The corresponding �lters� coe�cients are given in Figure 	�

Figure 	� L��mean based L��lter coe�cients�

Some detection theoretic performance measures� namely� the probabilities of detection and false alarm� and the
receiver operating characteristic�� have also been used in our comparisons of the �lters considered� to allow for
numerically comparing their relative performance� The probability of detection 
PD� corresponds to the percentage
of pixels of the image in the lesion area that have been correctly classi�ed� The probability of false alarm 
PF �
corresponds to the percentage of pixels belonging to the background of the image that were erroneously classi�ed
as belonging to the lesion� The probability of detection corresponding to a threshold chosen so that the probability



of false alarm is approximately equal to ��! has been tabulated in Table � for the original image and its processed
versions 
linear interpolation was used� where necessary� to estimate PD from its two closest values�� The PD values
of Table � verify the enhanced detectability obtained with the �lters that exploit the segmentation information
compared to their counterparts that are designed with the stationarity assumption� The low probabilities of
detection for the median and the mean �lters show their inadequacy for this kind of application�

Table �� Figures of merit for lesion detection on the simulated US B�mode image of Figure �a�

Method PF PD Threshold "PD Area under
! ! ! ROC

Image ����� ����	 �� ������ ��������
Thresholding ������ ����� ��

Median ����� ���	� �� ������� ���	��	�
����� 	���	 ��

Arithmetic ���� ����� �� 	���		 ��������
Mean ����� 	���� ��
Single ���� 	����� �� 	������ ��������
L��lter ����	�� 	������ ��
Segmentation� ����� 	������ �� 		����� ����	���
based L��lters ���	�� 	������ ��

Due to its strong dependence upon the operating point of the detector� the probability of detection� PD� for
a �xed probability of false alarm� PF � may be proven an inadequate measure of detection performance� A more
reliable �gure of merit can be derived by examining the receiver operating characteristic 
ROC� which is de�ned
as the graph of PD versus PF and has been extensively used in evaluating systems for medical diagnosis�� because
of its unique ability for providing a measure of accuracy that is largely independent of decision biases� A single
number that can completely characterize the whole ROC is the area under this curve and is included in Table ��
The comparison with this �gure of merit is again seen to be favorable for our method� The ROC curves for the
images of Figure � are shown in Figure ��

Figure �� Receiver operating characteristics for the images of Fig� ��

We have also compared the various �ltering strategies from the viewpoint of the dispersion of the background
and lesion pixels from the corresponding true sample means relatively to the dispersion in the original image� A



Table �� Relative dispersion resulting from processing the US B�mode image of Figure �a�

Method SNR 
dB�
Median ��������
Arithmetic Mean �������
Single L��lter ������	
Segmentation�based
L��lter �������

measure of this relative dispersion� that could be called a signal�to�noise ratio� is de�ned as

SNR �

P
lesion
xi �mL�� �

P
background
xi �mB ��P

lesion
"xi �mL�� �
P

background
"xi �mB ��

���

where xi and "xi denote the values of the original and the �ltered image� respectively� and mL�mB correspond to
the average levels in the lesion and background that are estimated from the original image on the basis of our
a�priori knowledge of the lesion position� shape� and dimensions� Table � summarizes the SNR values 
in decibels�
for our set of processed images�

A way of increasing the lesion contrast relative to the background is to subtract from an image its associated
SNR image��� The SNR image is produced by a grey�level encoding of the point SNR evaluated at the corresponding
pixels of the original image� The point SNR at pixel P is de�ned as the ratio of the sample mean to the standard
deviation from this mean over a window W centered at that pixel��� That is�

SNRP �
�P
�P


���

where

�P �
�

N 
W�

X
i�W

xi 
���

and

�P �

�
�

N 
W� � �

X
i�W


xi � �P �
�

����

� 
���

with N 
W� being the number of pixels enclosed in W� The SNR image of the original image� with W being a
�� � � window� is shown in Figure �a� The lesion is recognized as a dark disk�shaped region in this �gure� The
results of subtracting the SNR image from the L� mean based L��ltered images are shown in Figures �b and c�
The image in Figure �c appears to permit a more accurate discrimination between the target and the background
compared to Figure �b�

Before concluding this section we wish to make some remarks on the L� LVQ learning and �lters� behavior in
the conducted experiments� L� LVQ needed at least � passes through the image to converge to the result depicted
in Figure �� Longer training periods could not give us a better classi�er nor training of the NN with p 	 � classes

only two of them were populated at the end�� It seems� therefore� that the segmentation in Figure � is the best
we can obtain for this particular case� It has been found that the unbiased L��lter gives almost identical results
with the unconstrained one�

�� CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a method for the suppression of speckle noise in ultrasonic B�mode images based on the idea of
segmenting an image into stationary subimages prior to processing each of them with a �lter that is designed to
be optimum for it on the basis of the 
statistical� information provided by the segmentation� Our method employs




a� 
b�


c�

Figure �� 
a� SNR image of Fig� �� 
b� Result of subtracting the image of 
a� from that of Fig� �a� 
c� Result of
subtracting the image of 
a� from that of Fig� �b�

a modi�cation of the LVQ algorithm based on the L� mean as a means of segmentation� while its �ltering stage
uses L��lters whose design is based on a multiplicative noise assumption� Simulation experiments on an image of a
tissue mimicking phantom veri�ed the superiority of our approach to the single L��lter and the mean and median
cases�

The L� LVQ training and the subsequent computation of more than one �lters increase the computational
complexity of our method to more than twice the computation needed in a conventional approach� However� this
need not to be a problem since in medical applications the processing can be done o�line as pointed out in Ref� ��
Moreover� the generalization capability of the LVQ NN� which has already been veri�ed by simulations on SAR
images��� could be exploited to considerably reduce the computational load by using a single �xed network for
segmentation� trained on a su�ciently large and representative sample of images�

In conclusion� we may say that the concept of �segmentation�based �ltering�� applied in the problem of speckle
noise removal� provides us with methods of increased complexity but of high quality results since the �lters can be
matched in a natural manner to the local behavior of the image�
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